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MTASA Summer Conference gave me lots of enthusiasm and different ways of approaching 

and varying music lessons. It was very well attended and had a very positive vibe in the room. It 

was very good to be in that environment. 

The highlight for me was to be able to hear varieties of presentations. It is very rare to be able to 

have many presenters gathers in one place to give different perspectives on one theme topic. 

MTASA choose a very good topic as it is very important part of music lessons, but it is easy to 

be missed amongst all the other things we need to do during the lessons. MTASA gathered high 

standard presenters from different backgrounds, whom also had a very different style of 

approach. There were number of smaller sessions which was difficult to choose which one to go 

to. 

One of the keynote presenters, Susan Head’s approach used a lot of singing. This would train 

students ears and thus have great effect on their aural skills, which they will need for exams. 

This approach of integrating singing also made us aware that we are using our whole body to 

express music, rather than just fingers or air. She also talked about the importance of organizing 

lessons with a broad view then narrow it down with the same view; 1 year, 1 term, 1 lesson. It is 

important to have curriculum even for an 1on 1 instrumental lessons. 

The other keynote presenter Alice talked about dealing with the very young students and 

involving parents. She also incorporated apps and gave us many practical ideas to use in the 

lessons. 

Susan and Alice’s presentation style were very different, but I believe it made the Conference 

even more enjoyable because of that. 

MTASA Summer Conference also had representative from TRB and Department of Education 

(Instrumental Music). As a instrumental teacher, it is very important to keep up to date with the 

latest information that the government is providing. It was great to know I could register as an 

IMS teacher with my Special Authority Registration. 

Another session I enjoyed was Samantha Penny’s Exploring Bigger Better Brain. She talked 

about the impact that the instrumental music makes to our (and students’) brain and 

emphasized the importance of our job. This gave us further confidence in what we are doing  
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and Sam also showed some brain exercises that we can corporate in our lesson, so it was 

great. 

Last not but least, networking is very important in our industry. To keep in touch with other flute 

teachers and talk about teaching was great as well as getting to know other instruments’ 

teachers. 

I found that after MTASA Summer Conference, I incorporated the things I learned into my 

lessons. Students found the little changes great and responded positively. 

I am really grateful for the Teachers Registration Board to give me the opportunity to attend the 

MTASA Summer Conference. 

Thank you very much. 

 

Masako Kondo (Ms) Flute teacher 

 


